
“That Won’t Fly Here!” 
Stopping those rounded corners to mitigate hindsight bias
By Marianne M. Jennings, JD
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T he dangerous and tragic events at the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Plant in Japan were the result of 
an earthquake followed by a tsunami. There was 
little more that could have been done that day to 

halt the inexorable forces that defied previously established 
safety barriers. Mother Nature was full of fury, at a level few 
nuclear engineers had ever contemplated. 

But if you read the report about the events at the plant that 
fateful day, you will walk away with a di!erent impression. 
The report goes back through all of the policies, practices 
and procedures that were in place at the plant for the past 
ten years. 

Where anyone or anything fell short, the report calls that 
oversight out as it explores root cause beyond nature’s 
forces. If a battery check was missed, that oversight is 
part of the report. If an employee did not sign off on 
certain required annual training, that lapse is noted 
in the report. If shift assignments were changed, that 
change is noted. 

The plant comes o! as a troubled plant, and the root cause 
of the events is ignored. We go to great lengths to blame 
someone when bad things happen. 

Try to imagine some kind of event at your o"ces or facility—
something goes terribly wrong that is not your fault. Your 
organization is placed under an investigative microscope. 
Those conducting the investigation will find every report 
that was not quite complete, every form that had some 
blanks, and every meeting missed. 

Hindsight is 20/20. Seen through a frame of reference of 
“they were rounding corners in compliance,” hindsight is 
20/40—our ability to see issues increases exponentially. The 
goal is to assign blame—to assign human error regardless 
of the root cause. When there is an inexplicable tragedy, 
hindsight bias is di"cult to quantify—but it will be at a 
power higher than our national debt.

The New England Compounding Center is the epicenter 
of a nationwide outbreak of meningitis that resulted in 39 
deaths. The NECC produced a pain-killing steroid for use in 
back treatments. The company’s steroid doses contained 
fungal meningitis that resulted in hundreds of patients 
becoming sick, with the total increasing by the day, and a 
resulting company recall of all of its products. 

Hindsight bias is in full e!ect as we try to make sense of this 
tragedy. Issues in the company’s operations and procedures 
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Congress has attempted federal regulation of compounding companies because of 
fears that the production processes in compounding “could result in serious adverse 
e!ects, including death.”

are emerging on a day-to-day basis. For example, NECC 
is part of a nationwide network of smaller firms that mix 
together existing drugs to produce treatments such as the 
steroid injections which are at the heart of the controversy. 

When things fall in the middle
Compounding companies such as NECC operate in a 
gray area. They are not subject to FDA direct supervision 
because they are not pharmaceutical firms. Rather, they 
are regulated as pharmacists under state laws. However, 
they do ship their products across state lines. The e!ect of 
their operation in this regulatory no-man’s land is that they 
are regulated as if they are pharmacies, dispensing drugs, 
when they are more like pharmaceutical companies that 
produce drugs. The result is what the Wall Street Journal 
refers to as a “shadow industry.”1

Since 1996, when David Kessler was head of the 
FDA, Congress has attempted federal regulation of 
compounding companies because of fears that the 
production processes in compounding “could result in 
serious adverse effects, including death.”2 Those were 
Mr. Kessler’s words as he tried to carry forward some 
additional federal regulation over compounding labs as 
early as 1996. So, to some extent, prescient thinking was 
present here, but such advance warnings exacerbate 
hindsight bias. 

Responsible corporate behavior
The compounding companies spent $1.1 million on 
lobbying in 2007 to stop a bipartisan bill that would have 
given the FDA some authority over the labs. At the time, the 
compounding companies may have been acting in good 
faith by challenging the increased federal regulation in an 
area traditionally under the states’ authority. 

With hindsight bias, the lobbying e!orts are depicted as 
the evil acts of business owners trying to hide shoddy 
practices. And because of what has happened, the 
question becomes: “If you were so safe, why were you so 
worried about additional regulation or inspections?” In 
hindsight, even benign acts undertaken within our rights 
can seem diabolical.

1  Thomas M. Burton, James V. Grimaldi, and Timothy W. Martin, “Pharmacies 
Fought Controls,” Wall Street Journal, October 15, 2012, p. A6. 

2  Id. 

The New England Compounding Center is the source of the 
steroid vials that contained fungal meningitis. Its operations 
are under the microscopic scrutiny that hindsight bias brings. 

On the one hand, you have many former employees and 
customers who express shock at the events because they 
felt the company was meticulous about safety. On the other 
hand, there are employees who have o!ered information 
about the company’s culture and the signals they received 
as they worked in production. The employees have o!ered 
examples of shortcuts that managers encouraged even if 
safety was compromised. 

For example, a pilot project at the company substituted 
quality control workers for pharmacists to conduct 
preliminary checks on drug content and proper settings on 
pumps for IV bags. 

There were mistakes, such as the time the company almost 
shipped a drug at twice its potency level, a mistake that 
resulted from overtime work in an e!ort to meet production. 
There were potency errors that state regulators caught over 
the years, but employees maintain that the goal was always 
to keep the production line going. 

One employee quoted the management mantra, “This line is 
worth more than all your lives combined, so don’t stop it.”3

Other rounded corners have emerged as regulators, news 
organizations and plainti!s’ lawyers have combed through 
the NECC records. They have discovered that NECC was 
shipping drugs without waiting the necessary 14 days for 
the lab tests on potency to be processed. 

The records also show that drugs were shipped without 
the names of specific patients, a requirement under state 
laws. Buyers would just fax in the names of the patients 
later so that there was no delay in booking sales or having 
the drugs on hand. Interestingly, one buyer for a hospital 
in Nevada pushed back when an NECC salesperson tried 
to encourage the fax-the-names-later approach with the 
simple reminder, “I’m on the pharmacy board in Nevada 
and that won’t fly here.”4 

3  Sabrina Tavernise and Andrew Pollack, “Workers Cite Safety Fears at Drug 
Firm,” New York Times, October 13, 2012, p. A1. 

4  Id. 
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Oh, what wisdom from that simple sentence: “That won’t 
fly here.” That sentence is the key to avoiding the grueling 
punishment of hindsight investigations. Hindsight 
investigations are only grueling when you have those 
rounded corners, those little day-to-day meanderings away 
from the rules. 

Watch it when you cut some slack
We meander and allow employees to meander because 
there is no immediate consequence when we slip o! the 
mark just a bit. For example, those who fly know that flight 
attendant enforcement of “turn o! all electronic devices” 
is spotty at best. Airplane mode is good enough for many 
passengers. And some passengers are able to continue 
watching their DVD right through take-o! and landing. 
Some flight attendants surrender after passengers fail to 
heed the first three requests. 

The lax enforcement is probably due to varying opinions 
on the e!ect of such devices on the plane’s equipment. No 
one sees any immediate harm from being lax. However, one 
airline incident will find the FAA, passengers, and relatives 
lined up with magnifying glasses explaining the lack of 
enforcement on electronic devices. We often cannot see 
the consequences of not following the rules until hindsight 
teaches us, or, at a minimum punishes us for lax e!ort.

“That won’t fly here” takes on new meaning with this 
illustration. All employees have the right and the 
responsibility to speak up when they see any slip, however 
slight the rounded corner, in compliance. In fact, there are 
teaching moments when someone proposes a little bend of 
the rule for expediency’s sake. The clear signal should be a 
simple: “That doesn’t fly here.” 

The benefits of precision in compliance are that there are 
no minefields out there that will always come to light when 
something goes wrong. We know from this discussion that 
the rules that have been violated may have no relation to 
the event that has resulted in an investigation, but causality 
is not the issue—it is the culture of the organization that is 
indicted as a way to assign blame and responsibility. 

Before the tsunami hits, before the defective device or 
product causes harm, and before the plane has an incident, 
help employees to understand the importance of strict 
compliance and their responsibility of stopping those 
rounded corners with: “That won’t fly here." NP
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In hindsight, even benign 
acts undertaken within our 
rights can seem diabolical.

!  Caligynephobia

"  Emetophobia

#  Heresyphobia or Hereiophobia

$  Logizomechanophobia

%  Nephophobia

&  Pharmacophobia

Check for the answers on page 46

How Good is Your Vocabulary?
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